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Abstract
Insomnia disorder is a heterogeneous disorder characterized by diverse symptoms, high comorbidities, and
multiple episodes and relapses. Recent studies on insomnia disorder emphasize that identifying insomnia
subtypes based on longitudinal and large datasets may be helpful in guiding further research and treatment for
this population. One such subtype and also one of the most common subtypes of insomnia is persistent
insomnia, which is characterized by multiple episodes and relapses over long periods of time. In this
presentation, I will present data from a longitudinal cohort study investigating the longitudinal course of
insomnia, and associated risk factors such as depression and suicidal ideation. In addition, I will also present
neuroimaging data on individuals who have persistent insomnia compared to those who are good sleepers.
Several past studies have indicated that insomnia patients are characterized by failure of wake-promoting
brain structures to decline from functioning from wake to sleep, along with reduced volume or density in
discrete structural areas such as the hippocampus, orbitofrontal cortex, and the parietal cortex. Recent
findings emphasize that brain mechanisms underlying insomnia disorder are not restricted to the dysfunction
of discrete brain structures, but rather involve abnormalities in specific neural networks. Persistent insomnia
patients may have structural network alterations that are associated with core symptoms of insomnia, and I
will focus on a recent study that investigated structural connectivity in the default mode network in persistent
insomnia patients. Finally, I will discuss the clinical implications of both epidemiologic and neuroimaging
research, and utilizing non-pharmacological interventions to treat insomnia as well as improving other
comorbid conditions.
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